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YACHT provides an evolving tool∗ for imposing structure on
the flow of Covid infection information obtained from community
testing, collective policy and individual compliance. YACHT could
not assume soundness, invariance, symmetry and completeness of the
available information and relied on signaling game theory to design
solutions that could evolve with the variable narratives, theories, in-
dividual utilities and pathogen variants. Thus, YACHT suggests a
novel and a very flexible pool-testing[?pooling] and badging proto-
col in the context of controlling contagious epidemics and tackling the
far-reaching associated challenges, including understanding and eval-
uating individual and collective risks of returning prior infected indi-
viduals to normal society and other economic and social arrangements
and interventions to protect against disease. YACHT uses both con-
trol theoretic and game theoretic mathematical models that may be
centralized (an optimizing policy maker mandates behavior based on
estimated models) or decentralized (a strategizing individual selects
their behavior based on available asymmetric information). YACHT
protocol demonstrates how society can continue to carry out plausi-
ble economic activities in addition to controlling the prevalence of a
contagious disease by keeping the number of infected people below
a desired limit without compromising an individuals’ privacy despite
the presence of deception and selfishness among people, and limi-
tations of available resources. Different types of badges would come
with different restrictions. Badges would be reissued periodically by
third-party testing centers via suitably frequent pool testing of sam-
ples of the participants. The size of the pools, frequency of tests, and
allowable activities for people with a given type of badge would de-
pend on the available resources, the prevalence of the disease, and
the efficacy of the equipment used in the tests.
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∗“Yet Another...” reflects this evolving structure of the solution.
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